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FOOTBALL FOR FALL OF FIFTY?

LACK OF PLAYING FIELD RETARDS S. U. FOOTBALL

Workshop Returns To Gay Nineties For First Play

 Taye's cool climate and lack of playing field retarded S. U. Football Workshops returns to Gay Nineties for first play.

SECOND CONGRESS OF N. S. A.

LARGEST STUDENT MEETING

The Second Congress of N.S.A. was held last week.

AVC PROTESTS LIMITATION OF G. I. SCHOOLDING

The N.A.C. administration has been—something of a summer's eye—on the campus in recent weeks. The AVC has been active in protesting the limitation of G. I. Schooling.

Henry J. Manning
For Waltham's School Committee

Questions Replace Correct Answers In Examinations

Suffolk Given Part Of Late Justice Brandeis Library

Italian Club Hangs Plaque in Library
Editorials

FOUR MAGIC LETTERS

We've been reading some of the letters that college graduates are writing to young men who are about to enter college. The response has been overwhelming. The letters are filled with advice, encouragement, and words of wisdom. We hope that these letters will be helpful to the young men who are about to embark on their college journey.

Unfortunately, we are unable to print all of the letters that we received. Some of the letters were too long, and we had to select only a few of the best. The letters that we have chosen are a good representation of the wisdom and advice that we received.

We hope that these letters will be helpful to the young men who are about to enter college. We encourage all of the college graduates to write letters to young men who are about to enter college. We hope that these letters will be a source of inspiration and guidance for the young men who are about to enter college.

THAT INDOOR DOG

There is a story of a high school senior who bought a dog that he was not sure he wanted. He said that the dog was a gift from his parents. He took the dog to school and named it after the school's mascot. He brought the dog to class and made sure that it was well taken care of. He even brought the dog to class every day. He was proud of his dog and showed it off to his classmates.

The story of the indoor dog is a good example of how people can be influenced by the actions of others. People are often influenced by the actions of others, especially when they are young. The story of the indoor dog is a good example of how people can be influenced by the actions of others.

IZFA UNIT ESTABLISHED AT SUFFOLK

The Izfa Unit was established at Suffolk College to provide training for the college's student body. The Izfa Unit is a part of the college's ROTC program. The Izfa Unit is a part of the college's ROTC program.

The Izfa Unit is a part of the college's ROTC program. The Izfa Unit is a part of the college's ROTC program.

THE SUFFOLK JOURNAL

AS U.

by JUDE THORNTON

We are pleased to announce that the Suffolk Journal is now accepting new members. We are looking for people who are interested in journalism and who want to continue their education.

We hope that you will consider joining the Suffolk Journal. We need people who are interested in journalism and who want to continue their education.

We are looking for people who are interested in journalism and who want to continue their education.

We are looking for people who are interested in journalism and who want to continue their education.

We are looking for people who are interested in journalism and who want to continue their education.
LEGAL SPEAKING

By Jack M. Adapt

We've all heard the expression "legally speaking," but what does it really mean? In this column, we'll explore the nuances of legal language and how it's used in everyday situations.

First, let's consider the phrase "legally speaking." This phrase is often used to indicate that the speaker is engaging in legal jargon or technical terminology. It's a way of acknowledging the complexity of legal language and the need to use it accurately.

For example, if someone says, "Legally speaking, the contract is invalid," they are referring to the legal concept of contract invalidity, which means that the contract is not legally binding and cannot be enforced.

However, legal language can be notoriously difficult to understand. Terms like "specific performance," "liquidated damages," and "breach of contract" are all common in legal documents, but they can be confusing to the layperson.

In this column, we'll break down some of these legal terms and provide examples of how they are used in real-world situations. We'll also discuss how legal language evolved over time and how it continues to change.

So, whether you're a legal professional or simply interested in understanding the language of law, this column is for you. Let's dive in and explore the world of legal speaking!

---

My Cigarette? Camel, of course!

With glasses who know...it's Camels for Mildness!

Condor's Restaurant

Manager by Georgepage

CONDA'S RESTAURANT

9705-9707 - SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT

OSA FOUNTAIN SERVICE - SANDWICHES, BUT DINE
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Class Officer To Be Elected In November

The annual election for class officers will be held on November 15th. This year, the election process has been streamlined to ensure a fair and transparent voting procedure. All students are encouraged to participate and cast their votes for the candidate of their choice.

When: November 15th

Where: Main Hall

Voting will take place from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM.

The candidates for class officer positions include:

- President: Alex Johnson
- Vice President: EmilyDavis
- Secretary: Sarah Williams
- Treasurer: James Smith

Each student is eligible to vote for one position. The candidate with the highest number of votes will be declared the winner.

The election results will be announced during the assembly on November 16th. Selected candidates will be required to attend a training session to familiarize themselves with their responsibilities.

We encourage all students to participate actively in this important event and to support their peers in the election process.

---

Camels for Mildness!

Yes, Camels are SO MILD they're ideal for those who want to enjoy a mild tobacco without the harshness found in traditional cigarettes. Camels offer a smooth smoking experience, making them a popular choice among smokers looking for a milder alternative.

Available in a variety of Jinns and cartons, Camels cater to the diverse preferences of smokers. Whether you prefer a subtle flavor or a more pronounced taste, Camels have a option to suit your preferences.

So, if you're looking for a milder, more enjoyable smoking experience, give Camels a try. You won't be disappointed!
Civil Rights Week Begins on Oct. 23
BRIGHTON REPORTER ASKS:

"Do You Believe The Lack Of A Campus Retard's Growth Of College Social Activities?"

DEAN JACOBS—MR. C.L.A.

"You know the lack of a campus retard is due to the lack of political activity. The student body is a reflection of the political activity of the student body. And the lack of political activity is due to the lack of political interest."

BRIGHTON REPORTER ASKS:

"Does the lack of political activity affect you personally?"

DEAN JACOBS—MR. C.L.A.

"Well, yes, it does. The lack of political activity affects me personally. It is a reflection of my political views."

BRIGHTON REPORTER ASKS:

"What do you think is the cause of the lack of political activity?"

DEAN JACOBS—MR. C.L.A.

"I think the lack of political activity is due to the lack of political interest."
Sports Program
To Be Improved
At SU This Year

The Suffolk University athletic department is in the process of improving its sports programs. According to the university's athletic director, the changes are in response to student feedback and a desire to enhance the overall athletic experience. The improvements will include better facilities, more coaching resources, and expanded training programs. The goals are to increase participation, improve team performance, and create a more inclusive environment for all students.

To give you a finer cigarette Lucky Strike maintains
AMERICA'S FINEST CIGARETTE LABORATORY

America's largest cigarette research laboratory is your guarantee that Luckies are a finer cigarette!

Lucky Strike's fine tobacco and research combine to give you the finest cigarette in America.

Lucky Strike's fine tobacco is your guarantee of quality. The finest blending of the finest tobaccos and the best curing processes are used to produce the finest cigarette in America. Lucky Strike's research laboratory is your guarantee that Luckies are a finer cigarette.
Ten Soccer Vets Return to Squad For First Practice

The soccer team at Suffolk University has a new look this year, as ten veterans return to the squad for the first time.

One of the returning players is a frequent contributor to The Suffolk Journal, President Burse. He is a football fan and has been following the team closely. The returning veterans include John Smith, Robert Jones, and William Brown, among others. They are expected to play key roles in the upcoming season.

Football Pool Racket Cheats Many Colleagues

The football pool is a popular activity among students, but some take advantage of others' picks to cheat. This is a problem that needs to be addressed.

Earle Hotel Coffee Shop

The Earle Hotel Coffee Shop offers a wide variety of coffee and pastries. It is located at 54 Bowdoin Street.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALL PREPARED FOR NEW YEARS WORK
By KEN MACLEAN
An air of quiet and little work
separated from another office ever
by steel cabinets houses one of
the most important functions
in S.U. - the office and treatment
room of the Dept. of Student
Health.
Dr. J. M. Louise, Assistant to
the Dean of Students, is on duty to
aid all students. Dr. Louise estimates
that the department will handle 1,000 cases numbering 1,000 various
illnesses next year. Such a record
is one of recognition and marks
credit should be given to Dr. Rose
Rosen, Director of the Student
Health Department. A Bostonian resident, he
carried his Associate of Arts from the
University, and is now studying
for his LLB in the Law School.
Everything from broken cartil,
ears and boils to brain contusions
were suffered by S.U. athletes
last year and handled by the
S.H.S. with new facilities and
equipment such as the infra red
clinic, x-rays, and muscle and
massaging equipment are included.
In reference to equipment such as
the use of Bowen treatment in
place of percussion massage, it
should be noted that if it requires
more time, it is worth it.
Dr. Louise estimates that
1,000 cases are seen
in their own
office, at any
hour of the day, and the number of
students, he says, is increasing.

BASKETBALL PRACTICE
AT WEST END HOUSE
Basketball candidates will be
announced to work out at Boston's
famous West End House, on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
from 10 to 12, 1.60. It was announced
by Coach Charlie".
West End House, located on
Massachusetts Avenue, is exactly
accessible to the regular students.

Eight Changes
In Rules Of 1949 Football

The Suffolk student, who has to
meet his football obligations watch-
ing other college recruits play
may be interested to learn of foot-
ball's "new look" for the 1949
season.

There are eight basic changes
in football rules this season: North
Carolina State has changed the
ing of the line of scrimmage.

This year there will be an
automatic time out after six
yards of running. A punt will
force the ball carrier to face the
front of the line of scrimmage.
Under the new rules the ball
will be put on the 20 yard line
after a punt is attempted.

The ball carrier will be
penalized for running over the
back of the center. The back of
the center must be within the
limits of the line of scrimmage
when his ball is fumbled.

A punt returner may run the
punt out of his own end zone
until stopped by a tackler after
the punt has been kicked more
than 20 yards. A punt returner
may run a punt out of bounds
for a touchdown if he is hit by
a tackler who is off the line of
scrimmage. A punt returner
may catch a kickoff on the 20
yard line and return it for a
touchdown if the ball carrier
makes a face.

Quickie Sports Quiz

1. What is the Alabama State
University nickname?
2. What is the Virginia
Tech University nickname?
3. What is the West Virginia
State University nickname?
4. What is the Boston College
University nickname?

ANSWERS:
1. Crimson Tide
2. Hokies
3. Stewarts
4. Eagles

"CHESTERFIELD SURE IS
MY CIGARETTE...I HAVE
BEEN A CHESTERFIELD
FAN FOR YEARS!!"

"Always Buy CHESTERFIELD
They're Milder! They're TOPS!"

Happy Clairvoyant

The Happy Clairvoyant has a 75%
accuracy rate. He is available in
the shop in the West End House.

Customers are coaxed into
talking about their future
and are then grounded
for advice.

The Happy Clairvoyant
has been in business
for over 50 years and
is considered one of
the most accurate
clairvoyants in the
world.

Customer: "I want to know
what my future holds."

Happy Clairvoyant: "You will
marry a woman named
Mary in six months and
you will have a child
in a year."

Customer: "Is that all?"

Happy Clairvoyant: "Yes, but
there is one more thing."

Customer: "What?"

Happy Clairvoyant: "You will
die in 10 years."